The Nazis are bringing back the lynch rope! On October 15th, the Rev. Mr. Harrison Baily was cut down from a tree in a Pasadena park. The Nazis had attempted to lynch him there. They wrote on his shirt "Down with School Busing" and beneath it painted three of their infamous swastikas. Did the police go after these Nazi beasts? No! Instead they subjected Rev. Bailey to endless interrogation and lie detector tests!

On Thursday, October 16th, the Nazis, these fascist murderers and thugs attempted to speak to a crowd of 500 at Harbor College in Wilmington. There they met what they deserved! Workers from the surrounding community angrily objected to the use of their taxes to provide a forum for such scum. When the Nazi leader proclaimed that "communism must be stopped" and "all Negroes should be shipped back to Africa", hundreds of students and workers of all nationalities charged the stage to teach him a lesson he would never forget! It was only 8 squad cars full of police that kept true justice from taking place!

The Nazis, the KKK, the Posse Comitatus and other fascist gangs have proven that they will stop at nothing to terrorize the entire working class, especially national minority workers. The police are showing that they will not protect us from these Nazis and KKK thugs. We must defend ourselves! WE CALL ON ALL WORKERS AND PROGRESSIVE PEOPLE TO FORM DEFENSE GROUPS FOR EQUAL RIGHTS IN THEIR FACTORIES, THEIR NEIGHBORHOODS AND THE ORGANIZATIONS THEY BELONG TO.

IT IS TIME FOR US TO ACT!!

The La Raza Unida Party (San Fernando Chapter) and the San Gabriel Unemployed Committee are calling for unity of action of all workers and progressive people against these fascist groups. The Communist Labor Party heartily endorses their call for a DEMONSTRATION IN LAMBERT PARK IN EL MONTE ON SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 15th AT 11 A.M. The demands of the demonstration are:

SMASH THE NAZI PARTY!
STOP DEPORTATIONS!

for more information, please write: